Abstract-The database built by TERAPERS project contains a considerable volume of data about the personal or familial anamnesis, and regarding the process of personalized therapy of dyslalia. This data can be the starting point of data mining processes that could provide useful information for the design and adaptation of different therapies to obtain the maximum efficiency. Because data dimensionality affects the performances of data mining tasks, this paper presents two supervised feature selection methods to be used in the frame of an information system. These methods were validated by experiments in the classification of Romanian patients with speech disorders. Obtained results will be used to implement Logo-DM, which is intended to be a data mining system aiming to optimize the personalized therapy of dyslalia.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a complex process which aims to extract new, interesting and potential useful patterns from large amounts of data. Its central point is data mining, which effectively builds models from data. Many factors such as type and quality of data affect the success and performance of data mining tasks.
Theoretically, having more data, results are more precise. However, practical experience with data mining algorithms has shown that this is not always true. Feature subset selection, as a process of identification and removing as much irrelevant and redundant information as possible, reduce data dimensionality, allow building patterns faster and more effectively and sometimes improves accuracy of future classification.
Using TERAPERS system in order to assist the therapy of spech disorders allows specialists to collect a considerable volume of data about the personal or familial anamnesis, and regarding the process of personalized therapy. This data can be the foundation of data mining processes that could provide information for designing and adaptation of different therapies in order to obtain the best results at maximum efficiency.
This paper aims to make a study on feature selection opportunity and on proper methods to be used in Logo-DM system. This is a data mining system that we will develop in order to help specialists which use computer-based speech therapy systems to optimize their personalized therapeutically path.
II. DATA DIMENSIONALITY AND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASES
Data mining involves the application of algorithms able to detect patterns or rules with a specific means from large amounts of data, and represents one step in knowledge discovery in database process.
There are more techniques for extracting patterns from data, but the most commonly used are: classification, clustering and association rules. It can be stated that data mining is intended to be a specific form of automatic learning, where the environment is seen through a database [1] [2] .
KDD definition refers to the fact that large data sets are used. The size of such data set is determined by the number of cases analyzed and the number of features considered for each case. It was found that if there are a lot of features, it is possible that the number of cases in data set to be insufficient for data mining operations.
The high dimensionality of data can cause also data overload, and make some data mining algorithms non applicable. The solution for these problems is data dimensionality reduction as is shown in Fig. 1 . There were proposed many ways to data reduction, but the most used are those that attempt to preserve the character of the original data by deleting data that are not essential.
The most critical dimension in the original data set is often the large number of cases. This can be reduced either by sampling or by filtering. Filtering refers to the removal from analyzed data set of those cases that do not satisfy an imposed condition. Sampling aims to build a subset of cases which has a similar behavior with the whole population. The size of a suitable subset is calculated by taking into account the cost of computation, the accuracy of the estimator and some characteristics of data.
Most data mining techniques were not designed to cope with large amounts of features, so dealing only with relevant features is effective and efficient.
The feature reduction process should produce fewer features and less data so the algorithms can learn faster. At the same time it might provide higher accuracy for the resulted models and improve the comprehensibility of extracted knowledge [3] .
In the real-world applications, two standard classes of tasks are used to produce a reduced set of features: feature selection and feature composition. Feature composition depends on knowledge of the application, and consists in various data transformation that can positively influence the performance of data mining operations.
Feature selection aims to choose a subset S x of the complete set of input features X={x 1 , x 2 , … x k } so that this subset will predict the output Y with an accuracy comparable to that obtained if the whole set X is used, but with a significantly reduced computational cost. Taking into account the feature selection criteria used, current methods are divided in two classes [3] : open loop methods or filters and closed loop methods or wrappers.
Open loop methods ( Fig. 2 ) are based on selecting features through the use of separability between class criteria. These approaches do not consider the effect of selected features on the performance of the whole process of knowledge discovery since the used criteria does not require a predictor evaluation for reduced data sets. Closed loop methods (Fig. 3) use as criteria for feature selection the predictor performance. The quality of a selected feature subset is evaluated using as criteria Perf feature = Perf predictor ,
where Perf predictor is the performance evaluated for a whole prediction algorithm applied on reduced data set. Although the open loop methods are computationally less expensive, closed loop methods provide better selection for feature subsets since they allow best prediction.
There is a large number of search strategies, but in the following will be considered the sequential ones, which add or remove features sequentially. The most representative methods of this type are forward and backward feature selection. Forward selection search [4] starts from an empty subset S x . In each step all possible sets of features built by adding a new feature x i to the previous selected features are evaluated, and finally is chosen the set that provide the maximum increase of the performance criteria Perf considered. This process continues until the best features subset S x is found, as in the following algorithm.
Let E be the input set of n cases described by the feature set X={x1, x2, … xk}, and ε a relative threshold value 
Backward selection [4] starts with the entire feature set and removes one feature at a time. Firstly the selection criteria is evaluated for the whole set of features. Then, all possible subsets with one feature discarded are formed and their performance according the Perf criteria are evaluated. At each step the feature which causes the smallest deprecation of performance is removed. This procedure continues until the best k-features subset is selected, as shown below.
Let E be the input set of n cases described by the feature set X={x1, x2, … , xk} and ε a threshold value 1. Sx=E 2. j=1 3.
Perfold = Perf(Sx) 4.
io=argmin{Perfold-Perf(Sx\{xi})/∀ xi∈Sx} 5.
if ∆io>ε then stop 6. Sx = Sx \ {xio} 7. j = j +1 8. if j<k then go to step 4 
stop
This approach provides also a suboptimal solution since for great values of k is impossible to examine all possible subsets of features. The exhaustive search of an optimal subset of features from an initial set of k features is O(2 k ), thus the optimal feature selection is a NP-hard problem, and from this reason are used the sub-optimal feature selection methods such as forward and backward selection.
III. FEATURE SELECTION FOR LOGO-DM
The idea of trying to improve the quality of logopaedic therapy by applying some data mining techniques started from TERAPERS project developed within the Research Center for Computer Science in the University "Stefan cel Mare" of Suceava [5] .
This project has developed a system which is able to assist speech therapists for personalized therapy of dislalya and to asses how the patients respond to various personalized therapy programs [6] . This system is currently used by the therapists from Regional Speech Therapy Center of Suceava.
In the context of the need for more efficient activities, it was shown that data mining methods, applied to data collected in TERAPERS, can provide useful knowledge for personalized therapy optimization.
Logo-DM is a data mining system, which is intended to use data collected in TERAPERS in order to answer the questions such as: what is the predicted final state for a child or what will be his/her state at the end of various stages of therapy, which the best exercises are for each case and how they can focus their effort to effectively solve these exercises or how the family receptivity, which is an important factor in the success of the therapy -is associated with other aspects of family and personal anamnesis [7] .
The available data set consists of 60 relational tables. These data and data from other sources (eg demographic data, medical or psychological research) is the set of raw data that will be the subject of data mining [8] . Currently, the system contains data about 312 cases.
Creating target data set is accomplished through a join of tables containing useful features. Data set necessary to establish the profile of children with speech disorders, can be obtained by joining tables which contain general data about children, family and personal anamnesis, data on complex evaluation and diagnosis associated. The result is a set of 102 features.
We aim to realize a feature selection from data mentioned above in order to build an effective prediction model of diagnosis for new cases, based on anamnesis data of children who were diagnosed with various speech disorders.
In Fig. 4 . the succession of the requested operations is presented.
We started from the original data set containing 312 cases and 102 features. For feature selection is used both forward selection and backward selection algorithm, and as predictor is considered a decision tree classifier. It is used the same predictor both for feature selection and future predictions.
In the first stage we have eliminated those features that obviously are not relevant for the proposed objective (e.g. name and work place of parents). The resulted data set, consisting in 96 features, is used in two directions. First it forms the basis for feature selection methods. Second it serves to build a model, whose performance is a reference that makes possible the assessment of the model built on reduced data set. The experiment was performed through a process designed and executed in RapidMiner5 [9] .
Analyze of the results was focused on comparing the performance obtained by validating models built from subsets of features with the model trained on the original set.
Model accuracy and classification error have been considered according to different values for information gain used to split the decision trees [10] .
It has been also compared the execution times for the modeling processes performed on the whole set of data and those performed on features subsets.
And last, but not least we have analyzed the models obtained in order to see which of them is more easily to understand and interpret.
In Fig. 5 is presented a comparison of classification accuracy of three different models: one built using the original set of features (acc_orig) and two others based on subsets of feature selected in closed loop processes using forward selection (acc_fw) and backward selection (acc_bw).
The variation of the execution times for the processes that involve feature selection operations is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that for an information gain less or equal to 0.17 all the three models have the same accuracy, then for information gain between 0,18 and 0,24 there are small differences among the values of accuracy obtained and final for information gain greater than 0,24 they are again equal. Forward selection algorithm led to a subset of four features for a good classification while the backward selection has built a subset that contains 70 features.
Although there are significant differences between the two subsets, in terms of number of features contained, accuracy varies insignificantly for different values of information gain. In this context it raises two problems: what subset will be chosen, and as a consequence what method will be used for proper feature selection. Since times needed for feature selection affect the cost of the entire process, and the measurements have shown that forward selection method is faster by an order of magnitude than backward selection, it is considered that for this case forward selection is preferable.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper are part of the research and experiments that aims to implement a data mining system that will allow the optimization of personalized therapy of speech disorders for children suffering of dyslalia. It was considered the pronunciation of phonemes characteristic for Romanian language.
It is started from the finding that the performances of the data mining operations and ultimately of the whole KDD process are strongly influenced by data dimensionality. This is determined by the number of cases considered and/or by the number of features that describes these cases. Many of these features are correlated as a result not all of them are absolutely necessary for building a valid model They were studied two closed loop methods to reduce the set of features for a decision tree classifier. As evaluation method for classification performance it was used the accuracy, and as search strategy it was considered both forward selection and backward selection.
Data taken into account refers to personal and family anamnesis of children suffering of dyslalia, collected by the speech therapists from Regional Speech Therapy Center of Suceava via TERAPERS system. It was found that the accuracy of the model built on reduced set of features is at least as good as that obtained from original set. Forward selection method leads to a smaller number of features and to reduced execution times, so it will be used for Logo-DM implementation.
